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Foreword
As part of the BalticRIM WP2 on Maritime spatial planning related mapping of maritime cultural
heritage, this internal status report reports on methodology and obstacles relating to the task 2.3 on
schematization of Cultural Heritage assets. This report focus on the technical issues related to the
development of a digital collaboration portal and working environment that enables collaboration in
the project.
The data portal designed for BalticRIM is originally based on experiences, concepts and open source
components developed for the BASEMAPS portal in the Baltic LINes Interreg project.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of task 2.3 was to schematise cultural heritage assets on the basis of national data for an
overall picture by making use of a common terminology for MCH issues, including land-based MCH.
The task includes a schematisation per partner country based on national data and a schematisation
of the overall picture MCH assets per partner country. Furthermore task 2.3 includes a semantic
Mapping of Underwater Landscapes and Underwater Heritage performed by University of Turku
(Seesmeri, 2019).
Early in the project it became obvious, that the task of schematisation was very interrelated to the
other tasks of WP2 as reported on in report 2.1 providing “an overview of existing knowledge and
gaps on MCH and defining categories” and report 2.2 “Assessing existing data”.
Based on the conducted surveys in WP2, it was concluded, “that the project needs to take into serious
consideration the profound national differences in the data management and accessibility, as well as
the different way of MSP implementation in each country.
Following the conclusions reached in report 2.1, “that the project needs to take into serious
consideration the profound national differences in the data management and accessibility, as well as
the different way of MSP implementation in each country”, it became clear, that the
definition/harmonisation process of site categories had to be performed in a more explorative setting
taking into consideration the various national contexts of managing the underwater and maritime
cultural heritage. For this purpose, the spatial data platform BASEMAPS developed in the Baltic LINes
project could be utilised providing a collaborative workspace, where the planning and pilot case
studies in WP3 and WP4 could serves as testbeds.

1.1 Schematisation approach
A central issue concerning the schematisation relates to the synthesis process in which individual
archaeological sites represented in maps by point-based “dots” are translated into clusters of
significance understood in terms of planning as “zones” and represented in maps by polygons.
As referred to in Report 2.1, the MSP Data Study from the European Commission (2016) illustrates
how raw data is transformed into planning evidence and knowledge, which in this context includes
the process of transforming
Data - the existing UCH and MCH spatial data categories based on
spatial information: dots, lines or areas (2D, 3D, 4D, ... nD)

into new UCH and MCH spatial concepts – where areas representing UCH concepts as cultural
heritage landscapes, cultural heritage environments
which can be part of areas representing planning categories/zones (Multiuse concepts etc.)
UCH knowledge (categories, sites, values, significance, vulnerability, protection levels, prioritisations
etc. – categories referring to the developed templates – to be transformed into
• Spatial information for planning (areas, zones, protection, potential use/conflicting uses,
spatial implications/impacts etc.
•

planning evidence and knowledge
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Data to be registered, stored, displayed, searched for, viewed, analysed
including aspects of scale, standards, terminology, etc.)

1.2 From UCH sites to planning zones – approach
The overall approach to the schematisation has been the following steps
1) Overall picture of categories at the country level – input from 2.1 and 2.2
2) Picture of data within the categories at the case level – input from case studies
3) MCH areas – input from case studies across WPs (MCH environments as ship traps etc.)
4) Planning zones – input from case studies across WPs (MCH environments as cultural heritage
landscapes, valuable living environments, multi-use etc.)
5) PanBaltic aspects – eg. Rutilus sites / cultural heritage routes etc.
In order to share spatial data and to collaborate on developing and testing the new spatial concepts a
map-based platform will provide a digital collaboration environment.
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2. A collaboration platform

2.1

The needs for collaboration and access to data

In Baltic LINes the data and map services BASEMAPS was developed by HELCOM in collaboration with
AAU in order to provide direct access to the national databases instead of storing the data at
HELCOM. The BASEMAPS portal were further developed as part of the Pan Baltic Scope Project in
order to serve as a collaboration platform for the development of the shared concept for the display
of the actual MSPs. Therefore it also seemed feasible also to utilise the BASEMAPS concept in the
BalticRIM project.

2.2

BASEMAPS experiences

In Baltic LINes, a new servicebased data infrastructure was developed to supplement HELCOM’s Data
and Map Service, and the data portal BASEMAPS was launched, in order to provide direct access to
national datasets via WMS services

Figure 3.1: BASEMAPS – providing direct access to national data set – though it is still a challenge regarding
metadata in national languages (https://basemaps.helcom.fi/)

BASEMAPS were further developed to provide a platform for collaboration in the Pan Baltic Scope
project, where BASEMAPS were utilised to display the attempt to harmonise planning outputs in a
digital setting.

Figure 3.2: BASEMAPS – still a challenge regarding metadata in national languages and data demanding narrow
zoom levels (https://basemaps.helcom.fi/)
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The programming code for BASEMAPS are open source, so it seemed to be a good solution to try to
utilise it as a working platform for BalticRIM also. After guite some effort including hiring help from
HELCOMs programmers, it turned out to be very difficult to get to a state, where the further
programming would be manageable within the BalticRIM setting. So the basic concept from BASEMAPS
were transformed into a new solution based on other software components, which is now presented
as the BalticRIM Data Portal.

2.3

The BalticRIM Data Portal

The BalticRIM Data Portal is a map service with the aim to providing insight in the maritime heritage of
the Baltic region by integrating it in the maritime spatial planning of the Baltic Sea. It allows users to
view data published by national data providers through OGC open geospatial standards – WMS and
WFS, that are related not only to underwater cultural heritage but also to coastal and nearby areas with
high cultural significance. The present section describes firstly the existing functionalities of the service
followed by a brief presentation of ideas for further development, and concludes on a discussion
around the possible scenarios regarding the interaction among the service and the partners.

Current stage/Main Functionalities
Initially, the present stage of the online service provides various possibilities for the users divided in
three parts; the navigation bar in the upper part of the window, the selection menu in the left side and
the interactive map in the right side, as shown in the picture below. The navigation bar includes the
title of the project and the involved organizations along with the ‘About’ and the ‘Log in’ buttons. The
‘About’ button activates a popup window with information about the project and links to additional
manuals with instructions for the effective use of the service. The ‘Log in’ button directs the users to a
new webpage where they may log in with an existing account or otherwise register with a new account.
The registration requires a full name, a username, an email and a password, while the username and
the password are required for logging in. The registration alone does not provide advanced access to
the service, but approval for elevated rights needs to be given by the administrator (AAU CPH).

Figure 2.1: http://balticrimdataportal.eu/

Interactive Map

Selection
Menu

Navigation
bar
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The selection menu of the portal includes 2 sections; the first one refers on specific case studies
in national level, while the second one is related to panbaltic datasets that exceed the borders
of a country and affect more than two, such as the Hansa Routes. The menu presents various
depth levels dependent on the division of the site areas. The users are able to check the
checkbox of the desired layer to view the data on the map. Once the checkbox is selected the
layer is activated and presented on the right side of the window. The interactive map is
developed on OpenLayers, which is an open-source Javascript library that allows the
presentation of geospatial data in web browsers.
So far, most of the data that are available online are displayed only for illustration reasons, do
not come from official providers and might miss accuracy or metadata.
Further Development

Considering future development, identification, collection and management of the necessary
datasets is one of the foremost priorities to be taken into account in order to populate the
service with meaningful and accurate content. The options for uploading these datasets on the
service are described in a later section and are under discussion based on the level of
responsibility each of the involved partners desires to take up.
In addition, the presentation and access to metadata is currently work in progress, with a pop
up window showing after the selection of the ‘Metadata’ button for each data layer. This
window could include information about the dataset, such as the resource, the host
organisation, the metadata url etc and allow the users to download them. Moreover, the
activation of a pop up window with specific information for each element of each dataset after
its selection on the map is considered a further asset that worhts developing. The particular
window identifies the unique characteristics of each of the shown sites and could present
features like id, name, description, age, images etc.
Another feature, that is being progressively under discussion, is the specification of the desired
levels of permission to access, write and read data based on the level of users’ involvement.
Lastly, manuals with instructions on how to use the service should also be produced and
loaded.
How to upload data?

Interaction between service and partners is one of the critical issues to be discussed at this
point in combination with the permission levels that are required for each of the members that
is getting involved in the process of collection and uploading data. Before presenting the major
scenarios, a short description of the running system is considered of great importance in order
to understand the structure and the sequence of events for successfully sharing and displaying
data on the web service. After collecting, cleaning and completing the datasets, the first step
in the sharing process is to get them uploaded in the hosting server or the project’s PostgreSQL
database, depending on the type of the datasets and the preferences of the users. The second
step takes place in the Geoserver, where the datasets are imported, may be edited and get
published in the selected workspace (Sharing process in the diagram below).
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Figure 2.2 Existing workflows
The two above mentioned steps compose the sharing process and allow the storage of the datasets in
a safe intermediate environment that processes clients’ requests and is able to deliver data. However,
the connection between the Geoserver and the webservice is still missing. As a result of this
misconnection, the web service does not send requests to the geoserver and consequently does not
receive replies and is not able to illustrate the datasets on the map. The connection is achieved through
a JSON file that is stored in the backend in the server (Connection between server and webpage in the
diagram above). JSON is a lightweight data-interchange format based on Javascript that is being easily
written and read be humans, and in the specific project stores information about the sites, allowing the
population of the selection menu and the display of the layers on the map. Once the JSON file is properly
edited adding the linkage to the geoserver, the service is able to send requests for the checked layers
to the Geoserver and receive its reply by appearing it on the map. The image above illustartes the
workflow divided in the 2 presented processes.
Having described the sequence of stages that are required for uploading data and showing it in the
service, the following section presents the prerequisites for achieving these stages from the users’ side.
Firstly, a communication tool between each user’s local computer and the web server is necessary for
transfering the datasets on the server, along with a personal username and a password provided by
AAU-administrator with permission to read and write in specific directories. Open-source applications,
like WinSCP, may provide access to the server in Windows operating systems, while various other
solutions may be chosen based on the user’s preferences. Similarly, access to the database and the
Geoserver may be achieved by using the provided username and password through pgAdminPostgreSQL Tools and the Geoserver online platform relatively. Lastly, the JSON file may be edited in
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any simple text editor supports it. Further information and detailed instructions on the tools and how
to use them may be provided in manuals depending on the users’ demands and level of expertise.

Scenarios
At the moment, we recognise 3 possible scenarios in order to handle the process of uploading datasets.
In the first scenario, we as AAU take full responsibility of uploading and displaying the datasets,
requiring from each of the partners only to share the desired information through email or other
communication means, including the probability of further development of the portal in order to allow
them to send the data through it.
On the other hand, the following scenario shares responsibility between the AAU and the partners,
providing them the possibility to upload the datasets on the server and the database and/or the
Geoserver. In this case, partners have full access to both the server/ the database and the Geoserver
and share their data without risk of intermediate misunderstandings. The only requirement from our
side is updating the JSON file for establishing the connection between the server and the service and
the visualization of the data. The image below illustrates the work processed by AAU in red and
partner’s part in light gray.

Figure 2.3: Second option
The third option opens a new ‘window’ for complete partners’ independancy neccessitating the further
development of the web mapping in order to receive data straight from the database and skipping the
Geoserver, as shown in the image below. This option although generates various questions regarding
its applicability to all kinds of datasets and the functionality of downloading. Challenges like these may
not be beyond reach but might be time-consuming.

The third option opens a new ‘window’ for complete partners’ independancy neccessitating the further
development of the web mapping in order to receive data straight from the database and skipping the
Geoserver, as shown in the image below. This option although generates various questions regarding
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its applicability to all kinds of datasets and the functionality of downloading. Challenges like these may
not be beyond reach but might be time-consuming.

Figure 2.4 Third option
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Data in the production service
This section discusses the possibilities that the service may offer regarding the display of data in the
production service, the alternatives that the partners may have and the requirements that are asked to
cover for the convinience of all involved parts and the avoidance of misimpretations and
misunderstandings. Firstly, partners are more than welcome to send us all datasets that are of their
interests to be presented in the service in near future, based on the findings of each country and the
followed planning policies. Division between our two main selection menus (Case Studies and Panbaltic)
is required depending on the scale of the data, their coverage and meaningfullness, while
recommendations on the presentation of the planning process are under discussion.
More particularly, the Panbaltic menu includes layers with panbaltic coverage and additionally may
show national data for each country with broad interest that offer insight in the panbaltic cultural
heritage, such as the density of medieval ship wrecks in the Baltic Sea. On the other hand, the case
studies should include datasets oriented exclusively to the investigation of the case studies. The figures
below show the differentiation of the two cases, while the spatial definition of the case studies in
polygons without intersections would facilitate the process of focusing on specific areas both for
examining and planning purposes.
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3. Interface
The BalticRIM Data Portal has to main views:
A. with restricted assess in order to have a closed environment for the collaboration in the case studies
(Figure 3.1)
B, where the national results and PanBaltic perspectives can be disseminated to a broader audience
(Figure 3.2)

Figure 3.1 Closed environment for the collaboration in the case studies
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Figure 3.2: National results and PanBaltic perspectives can be disseminated to a broader audience
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4. Conclusions and next steps
This report provides a status on the development of the BalticRIM Data Platform, in order to make it
function as a collaboration platform. During the project process, data can be shared and new
solutions can be tried out in a closed working environment, and in the end the BalticRIM Data Portal
can function as a dissemination platform, where the map-based planning concepts and solutions
developed in the project can be displayed for a broader audience.
Issues that should be addresses for advanced navigation may be answered by the following questions:
1.
What is the case study?
2.
Where is the case study?
3.
What kind of data should be displayed? What is important to be shown in each case?
4.
In what hierarchical order?
5.
What level of data homogeneity is desired among the case studies?
6.
Styling data issues, extent, color, image
7.
Include metadata: source, description, host organisation, etc.
8.
Who has access to see it?
During October data will be added to the case studies and a workshop will be held to work with the
An appendix will follow illustrating how underwater cultural heritage (UCH) as well as maritime
cultural heritage (MCH) can go into maritime spatial planning (MSP) including some of the initial
representaions of the data in the case studies.
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